LOMLOE and

How does Life Vision respond to the LOMLOE?
INCLUSION AND MIXED ABILITY CLASSES
• Life Vision provides regular opportunities for students to
work collaboratively, with four Vision 360º project per level.
Project work is a very inclusive way of working. Students work
collaboratively, and each student can take on a diﬀerent role
depending on their strength, participating at their level.
• Grammar and Vocabulary Booster sections at the end of the
Student’s Book provide further consolidation.
• Grammar Worksheets at three levels of diﬃculty (Basic,
Standard & Challenge) for mixed ability classes.
• Tests at three levels of diﬃculty, and a Test generator
to personalise the tests even further if necessary.
• Content in diﬀerent formats to cater for diﬀerent learning
styles in the classroom, with text, video, grammar animations,
infographics, and digital in the iPack and Active Learning Kit.
• Active Learning Kit with support material in a gamiﬁed
format, which allows students to take control of their own
learning, with support and self-assessment tools, as well as
entertainment, games and readings.
•

provides an extra opportunity for
collaboration with students all around the world, in a range of
formats that will cater for diﬀerent learning styles, and with
a variety of topics to ensure engagement and enable learning
at each student’s individual pace.

COMPETENCE-BASED LEARNING
• Life Vision is a competence-focused course with
practical and achievable objectives. It develops all
the key competences and equips students with
useful skills for real life.
• Key competence icons ﬂagged next to exercises in
the Student’s Book.
• Competence-based assessment rubrics and
speciﬁc competences tests to facilitate the
implementation of LOMLOE in the classroom.

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT
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• With Life Vision, continuous assessment
can be done through the projects. They are
accompanied by assessment rubrics that
evaluate the diﬀerent speciﬁc competencies of the
LOMLOE.
• Full assessment package with cumulative End
of term and End of Year tests.
• Self-assessment sections within the tests.
• iProgress check and Learning Record in the
Active Learning Kit, encourage students to learn
independently and track their own progress.

LEARNING SITUATIONS
• Learning Situations are multi-stage tasks created with
a clear objective in which students work collaboratively
to resolve a challenge with a real-life context.
• Life Vision includes 4 learning situations per level,
with stages clearly indicated within the pages and the
objective of the learning situation presented visually
through a clear icon.
• They are Vision 360º lessons based on the exploration
of a 360º image. They focus on exploration, completion
of exercises and then a ﬁnal project task.
• Accompanying notes in the Teacher’s Guide with
suggestions and indications to save preparation time
and facilitate application in class.

EDUCATION FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT AND GLOBAL
CITIZENSHIP
• Topics related to the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals and global citizenship are covered
through reading texts, as well as in the Vision 360º lessons.
• Vision 360º lessons include themes related to the
environment and its care, encouraging students to
gradually become responsible citizens.
• Worksheets focussing on Culture are available on Oxford
Premium. Culture tasks help students relate aspects of
their experience to other cultures, developing awareness,
appreciation and tolerance of others.
• Go Pangea gives learners access to a world of content
where they can work collaboratively with an online
international community of students, giving them the
opportunity to learn about other cultures and exchange
points of view and experiences with students from a
variety of cultures and backgrounds.

DIGITAL SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
• Blended solution with access to the digital version
of the books to start familiarising pupils with digital
formats, following global digitisation trends.
• Vision 360º lessons have a specialised focus on digital
skills and contain additional tasks where students can
search for more information on the internet.
• Googleable texts encourage students to research a
variety of diﬀerent topics outside the classroom.
• Active Learning Kit with diﬀerent areas to develop
diﬀerent aspects of digital competence, with a
gamiﬁed format to encourage students’ involvement.
• Access to the Go Pangea platform gives students
an opportunity for real-life communication and
collaboration through a global community of
students which connects and engages learners
as they develop skills for successin school,
work and life in a safe online space.
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MEDIATION
• Three mediation speciﬁc tasks per unit to ensure the
development of essential skills such as summarising,
explaining and translating.
• Teaching notes in the Teacher’s Guide with
explanations to make teaching mediation as easy as
possible.
• Many communicative activities within the units
involving the reinterpretation and communication of a
message by the learners.

SCIENTIFIC SPIRIT
• Collaborative project work with Vision 360º, organized
in a way that students can take on diﬀerent roles
and perform tasks such as research, data analysis,
reinterpretation and presentation of information, and
self-assessment.
• Students get to explore an interactive 360º image
autonomously, placing them at the centre of their
learning and inviting them to research a topic in a safe
space.
• Many projects contain cross-curricular elements that
cover diﬀerent areas of social and natural science in
the English classroom.
• Throughout the units are activities ‘Think and Share’
which help develop student’s critical thinking.

